
All-American TARDIS
A Time-Traveller’s Adventures in the Dallas/Fort Worth Area

Read our Story...



All-American TARDIS

The USS Joshua’s TARDIS started out as just an idea for a door decoration at our Annual Halloween Party then we
heard about the contest and plans were made to build a replica of the TARDIS. Being the geeks we are, the contest
rules were read and a plan was established to meet them. Since we wanted to show our TARDIS off in some of the
unique places in the Dallas/Fort Worth area (see below), we decided to make it light, easily assembled, and able to be
transported in a mini-van.

Measurements were taken from Doctor Who-licensed USB hub and construction began. Primary material is 1/2-
inch foam-insulation board mounted on a frame made of 1-by-2 pine strips. The sides are full 4ft-by-8ft form board piec-
es are glued to the pine frame. Fasteners are only used on the frame pieces. All structural details such as the door in-
sets and the “Police Box” sign structures are made from additional form board pieces layered and glued to provide the
desired effect and depth. The windows lattices and the phone box sign are ¼ inch form craft board. The top with its
stepped sides and slanted roof took as long to build as all the side pieces did. The beacon is an LED array and pulses.
The power supply and electronics are self-contained within the top. The entire TARDIS weighs less than 40 pounds.
Assembly and take–down time is around five minutes. More Construction photos are here - http://
www.ussjoshua.org/2011_TARDIS_Project/Construction_Photos/. View a video of the beacon flashing - http://
www.ussjoshua.org/2011_TARDIS_Project/Construction_Photos/DSCN4107.AVI

After a couple of two-in-the-morning construction sessions, and several renditions of unwillingly gluing body parts to
the structures, the TARDIS was ready to make its debut at the Halloween party. Although we got several suspicious
looks from the armed security guards as we brought the pieces into the DOD installation where we were having the par-
ty, they actually thought it was quite cool once we finally got it assembled. Unfortunately the estimate of the ceiling
height was one inch shorter than we had thought so we had to set it up without the top on it. Even topless, the TARDIS
was the Bell of the Ball. Pictures from the Halloween Party and some of our Whovian friends are here - http://
ussjoshua.org/2011_TARDIS_Project/TARDIS_Halloween/index.html .

We took the winter off to do some modifications and add more detail then we went on our site-seeing tour. Below is a
listing of the TARDIS visitations along with links to the photos.

Caelum Moor at Richard Green Linear Park - http://www.arlingtontx.gov/publicart/caelummoor.html - This 5-acre work
of art, created by sculptor Norm Hines, Professor of Art at Pomona College in Claremont, California, is a landscape of
five groups of “Stonehenge-like” monuments made of pink Texas granite. We chose the Sarsen Caer sculpture for our
photo shoot. The mother ship you see in the background of the first photo is Cowboys Stadium so we’ll count this as
two sightings. Photos are here - http://ussjoshua.org/2011_TARDIS_Project/TARDIS_Caelum_Moor/index.html.

All-Con 2011 - http://www.all-con.org/ - All-Con is a three-day, all genre event held annually in the Dallas, Texas, area.
Picture – http://www.ussjoshua.org/2011_TARDIS_Project/TARDIS_All-Con/.
Sara Jane Parkway, Grand Prairie, Texas – This street sign just caught our fancy. While setting up and doing the
shoot, we had several people drive up and request to take their photos with the TARDIS – http://
www.ussjoshua.org/2011_TARDIS_Project/TARDIS_Sara_Jane_Parkway/.

Grapevine Vintage Railroad - https://www.grapevinetexasusa.com/ThingsToDo/GrapevineVintageRailroad/tabid/267/
Default.aspx - Fun place if you’re into historic trains. We discovered here that in a 30 mile-per-hour wind gust this TAR-
DIS can fly. That makes for a really nervous ground crew. Photos are here - http://
www.ussjoshua.org/2011_TARDIS_Project/TARDIS_Grapevine_Vintage_Railroad/ .

Frontiers of Flight Museum - http://www.flightmuseum.com/ - One of our favorite places to visit in Dallas. Home of the
Apollo 7 capsule, the museum has many static and interactive displays. We had a great time here even though we
were described by one of the museum’s volunteers as “a bunch of people with a jail and a very scary person.” See the
photos here - http://ussjoshua.org/2011_TARDIS_Project/TARDIS_Frontiers_of_Flight/index.html

We had a great time doing this contest and spreading the Doctor Who bug around DFW. It is amazing the amount of
people who recognized the TARDIS and asked to take pictures with it. There are a lot more “closet-Whovians” here
than people think. Keep up the good work BBC.

If you want to know more about the USS Joshua sci-fi fan club, visit our website at www.ussjoshua.org. We’re also on
Facebook.


